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Abstract. There is a classical lower bound on the dimension of a binary Goppa code. We survey results
on some specific codes whose dimension exceeds this bound, and prove two conjectures on the true
dimension of two classes of such codes.
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1. Introduction

Among the alternant codes [12], the class of Goppa codes (introduced in 1970 [8])
contains good codes over Fq which asymptotically meet the Varshamov–Gilbert
bound. Binary Goppa codes can be specified through a polynomial g(z) over F2m

and a set L!F2m whose elements are not roots of g(z).

Definition 1. Let g(z)" F2m [z], L={"1, . . . ,"n}! F2m such that #i, g("i ) $= 0. The
Goppa code #(L, g), of length n over F2, is the set of codewords, i.e. n% tuples

(c1, . . . , cn)"Fn
2, satisfying

n!

i=1

ci

z%"i
&0 (mod g(z)).

Proposition 1. The dimension k of #(L, g) and its minimal distance d satisfy

k ' n%mdeg g(z)

d ' deg ḡ(z)+1.

!Part of this work has been presented at the Sixth International Conference on Finite Fields and
Applications, Oaxaca, Mexico, May 2001.
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where ḡ(z) is the lowest degree perfect square which is divisible by g(z). Other
basic definitions and properties of Goppa codes are to be found in [12].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some well known
properties of GRS and Goppa codes used in Sections 3 and 4. Sections 2 and 3
present two different strategies for computing polynomials giving Goppa codes
whose dimension exceeds the classical lower bound, and present the known results
obtained by these strategies (Theorems 1 and 2). The strategy of Section 3 is to use
the link between the parity check matrix of a Goppa code and the parity check
matrix of the associated GRS code. The strategy of Section 4 is to use Delsarte’s
theorem [6] which gives a “redundancy equation” [13,14], whose number of solu-
tions is directly related to the dimension. Section 5 introduces three classes of
Goppa polynomials amenable to treatment by Delsarte’s theorem, and states pre-
vious conjectures on the true dimension of the corresponding Goppa codes. One
of these conjectures has already been proved by the author [19]. Sections 6 and 7
are devoted to proving the other two conjectures. Section 7 is just an addendum to
[19] since the proof is similar and does not bring any new mathematical material.
The proof in Section 6 is quite different and uses some previous results [4,18] in
order to prove a more general result than the original conjecture [14].

2. GRS Codes and Goppa Codes

Let L={"1, . . . ,"n}!F2m , and g(z)"F2m [z]. It is well known that a parity check
matrix of the Goppa code #(L, g) is

H =

"

###$

g("1)
%1 · · · g("n)

%1

"1g("1)
%1 · · · "ng("n)

%1

...
...

...

"
deg g(z)%1
1 g("1)

%1 · · · "
deg g(z)%1
n g("n)

%1

%

&&&'

Although this matrix satisfies

#c"Fn
2, c"#(L, g)(Hct =0

it is not a “true” parity check matrix since its rows belong to F2m so they do not
generate #(L, g)). The following result explains why H is used as a “parity check
matrix” [13].

Proposition 2. #(L, g) is the restriction to F2 of the Generalized Reed–Solomon
code GRSn%deg g(z)(", v) where #i =1, . . . , n

vi =
g("i )(

j $=i ("i +"j )

Definition 2. Let "= ("1, . . . ,"n) be n distinct elements of F2m , v = (v1, . . . , vn) a
nonzero vector of F2m , the Generalized Reed-Solomon code, denoted by GRSk(", v)

consists of all vectors
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(v1F("1), v2F("2), . . . , vnF ("n))

where F(z)"F2m [z] ranges over all polynomials of degree strictly less than k.

Proposition 3. A generator matrix of GRSk(", v) is

"

###$

v1 · · · vn

"1v1 · · · "nvn

...
...

...

"k%1
1 v1 · · · "k%1

n vn

%

&&&'

Proposition 4. The dual of a GRSk(", v) code is a GRSn%k(", v*) code (for some
v* "F2m \ {0}).

It follows from the above results that:

• H is a generator matrix of a GRSdeg g(z)(L,$ ) code where $ = (g("1)
%1, . . . ,

g("n)
%1),

• +% " F2m such that H be a parity check matrix of a GRSn%deg g(z)

(L,%) code,

• #(L, g) is the restriction to F2 of GRSn%deg g(z)(L,%).

3. Strategy 1

It is well known that a parity check matrix H̃ over F2 can be computed from H

by replacing each element of H by the corresponding column vector (of length m)
(when using any basis of F2m over F2). H̃ has mdeg g(z) rows which generate
#(L, g)). Since these rows are not necessarily independent, we can deduce that
k 'n%mdeg g(z). Hence, a first hint to improve this latter bound is to find some
polynomials and use a special basis, when computing H̃ from H , so as to easily
find linear dependent rows. As an example, suppose that #i, g("i ) " F2t where t

divides m, then there exists a basis where g("i ) can be expressed as a vector of
length m whose m % t latest coordinates are equal to 0 (so m % t rows in H̃ are
equal to 0). For such a polynomial we have k 'n%mdeg g(z)+m% t .

Theorem 1. Let g(z)"F2m [z] and L=F2m \ {z"F2m |g(z)=0}. The following table
sums up new lower bounds computed in [1–3,5,18] for specific polynomials, using
strategy 1 (k̃ denotes the classical bound).
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Ref. m g(z) k Remarks

[1–3] 2s z2s+1 + (&z)2s +&z+1 k̃ +5s &2s+1 $=1
[5] 3s z22s+2s+1 +A k̃ +3s2s+2 %4s A"F2s

k̃ + (j %1)s any p and j

[18] js a(z)TrF
pjs :Fps (b(z)) k̃ +2s %1 j =2

k̃ +3s %1 p = j =2

4. Strategy 2

Let C be a binary code of length n over F2m and consider the subset of codewords
which belong to Fn

2. A famous result due to Delsarte [6] states that for any such
code C:

Proposition 5. (Delsarte) (C |F2)
) =Tm(C)) where

Tm :C) %,Fn
2

(c1, . . . , cn) -, (TrF2m :F2(c1), . . . ,TrF2m :F2(cn))

Let #(L, g) be a [n, k] binary Goppa code defined over F2m , there exists % "
Fn

2m such that #(L, g) = GRSn%deg g(z)(L,%) |F2. Moreover GRSn%deg g(z)(L,%)) =
GRSdeg g(z)(L,$ ) where $ = (g("1)

%1, . . . , g("n)
%1). Hence

#(L, g)) =Tm(GRSdeg g(z)(L,$ ))

Applying Delsarte’s result, this gives a general formula for the dimension of any
Goppa code:

k =n%mdeg g(z)+dimF2 ker(Tm)

In order to define codes with higher dimension than the classical bound, a strat-
egy is to find polynomials g(z) such that the kernel of the “trace map” Tm

is large. Such an idea has been used in [13,14]. Authors have mainly focussed
their attention on primitive Goppa codes, i.e. codes such that z2m + z divides
g(z)

(
&"L(z+&). An important result given in [13] is that the dimension of the

kernel of the trace map Tm is equal to the number of solutions of a modular equa-
tion referred to as the redundancy equation.

Proposition 6. The dimension of the kernel of Tm is equal to the number of poly-
nomials a(z)"F2m [z] (deg a(z)<deg g(z)) satisfying

g(z)2m%1+1TrF2m :F2

)a(z)

g(z)

*
&0 (mod z2m + z)
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Theorem 2. Let m=2s and g(z)2s &g(z) (mod z22s+z), the following table sums up
the new lower bounds obtained in [13,14] using strategy 2.

k Remarks

k̃ + s deg g(z)=2s

k̃ +3s deg g(z)'2s +1

5. Three Conjectures

Among the class of polynomials which satisfy g(z)2s & g(z) (mod z22s+z), authors
of [14] have considered three special polynomials:

• g1(z)= z2s + z,

• g2(z)= z2s+1 +1,

• g3(z)=g1(z)/h(z) where h(z)= z or z+1.

For these polynomials the lower bound on the dimension can be again improved
and three new values have been computed (let Li be F22s \ {z"F22s |gi(z)=0}):

• dim#(L1, g1)'n%2s deg g1(z)+3s %1,

• dim#(L2, g2)'n%2s deg g2(z)+5s,

• dim#(L3, g3)'n%2s deg g3(z)+ s %1.

Using a computer authors checked that these bounds were reached for s =2, 3, 4,
5. Till now it was an open problem to know if it was reached for all s '5. It was
recently proved in [19] that the true dimension of the code defined by g1(z) was
effectively n%2s deg g1(z)+3s %1. The aim of this paper is to prove the other two
conjectures.

We will first consider the polynomial g3(z) because the proof is quite different
than those made for g1(z) and uses results stated in [4,18]. We will furthermore
prove a more general result by looking for polynomials equal to g1(z)/(z+&) for
any & "F2s (instead of g1(z)/z or g1(z)/(z+1)).

6. True Dimension of !(L3,g3)

In this section we will prove a more general conjecture than the original one. Let
& " F2s and denote by g3,& the polynomial (z2s + z)/(z + &), and let L3,& be the
set {&,"1, . . . ,"n} where {"1, . . . ,"n} = L1 = F22s \ F2s . With these notations, the
conjecture stated in [14] concerns g3,0(z) and g3,1(z). In order to state the main
result, we will first prove some intermediate results.
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Lemma 1. All codes #(L3,& , g3,&) are equivalent to #(L3,0, g3,0).

Let &"F2s , notice that #(L3,& , g3,&) is equivalent to #(L*, g3,&) where L* ={&,"1 +
&, . . . ,"n +&} since this set is a permutation of L3,& . Now consider the mapping

'& :L3,0 %,L*

x -,x +&

Since ' is an affine map, a well known result on equivalent Goppa codes [7]
states that #(L3,0, g3,0) is equivalent to #(L*, g*

&) where g*
&(z)=g3,0(z+&). Now

g3,0(z+&)= ((z+&)2s + z+&)/(z+&)=g3,&(z) (since & "F2s ).

Lemma 2. Let c = (c0, c1, . . . , cn) " F2n+1 and ((c) be the Hamming weight of c,
then

c"#(L3,0, g3,0) c0 =0
and ./ and
((c) even (c1, . . . , cn)"#(L1, g1)

The parity check matrix of #(L3,0, g3,0) can be expressed as

H =

"

###$

1
0
... H *

0

%

&&&'

where

H * =

"

###$

g3,0("1)
%1 · · · g3,0("n)

%1

"1g3,0("1)
%1 · · · "ng3,0("n)

%1

...
...

...

"2s%2
1 g3,0("1)

%1 · · · "2s%2
n g3,0("n)

%1

%

&&&'

is a parity check matrix of the code #(L1, g3,0). Let c = (0, c1, . . . , cn) such that
(c1, . . . , cn) " #(L1, g1). From [18] all codewords of #(L1, g1) have even weight,
hence ((c) is even. Moreover it is clear that c satisfies Hct = 0, hence c "
#(L3,0, g3,0).

Conversely, let c be an even weight codeword of #(L3,0, g3,0). If c0 = 0, since
Hct = 0, we easily deduce that H *(c1, . . . , cn)

t = 0, hence (c1, . . . , cn) belongs to
#(L1, g3,0). Now it has been proved in [18] that #(L1, g3,0) and #(L1, g1) are
exactly the same code.
Suppose now that c0 =1 then using the first row of H , we have

1+
+n

i=1 ci(TrF22s :F2s ("i )/"i )
%1 = 0

/ TrF22s :F2s (
+n

i=1 ci"iTrF22s :F2s ("i )
%1) = 0

/
+n

i=1 ci = 0
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Hence ((c1, . . . , cn) is even which is a contradiction since c = (1, c1, . . . , cn) and
((c) is even.

Theorem 3. #& " F2s , the dimension of the Goppa code #(L3,& , g3,&) is n %
2s deg g3,&(z)+ s %1.

Let & "F2s , from Lemma 1, dim #(L3,& , g3,&)=dim #(L3,0, g3,0). From Lemma 2,
there is a one to one mapping between the set of even weight codewords of
#(L3,0, g3,0) and #(L1, g1). Moreover, from [4], we know that there exists odd
weight codeword in #(L3,0, g3,0). Let us denote by [n, k] the parameters of
#(L3,0, g3,0), and by [n*, k*] those of #(L1, g1), we conclude that k=k* +1 (and we
already know that n=n* +1). Now it has been proved in [19] that k* =n* %2s2s +
3s %1. Hence

k = n* %2s2s +3s

= n* +1%2s(2s %1)+ s %1
= n%2s deg g3,0(z)+ s %1

7. True Dimension of !(L2,g2)

The proof of the conjecture is quite long, boring and does not bring any new
mathematical material since it follows exactly the same steps which allowed us to
compute the true dimension of the Goppa codes defined by g1(z). Hence this sec-
tion is to be considered as an addendum of [19].

We only give an outline of the proof, interested readers can find full details
here: http://veron.univ-tln.fr/PAPERS/proof.pdf. We only have to show that dim#

(L2, g2)0n%2s deg g2(z)+5s since from [14] we already know that dim#(L2, g2)'
n%2s deg g2(z)+5s. Now, remember that the dimension is linked to the number of
solutions of the redundancy equation (cf. prop. 6). Hence, because of the proper-
ties of g1(z), we are searching how many polynomials a(z) of degree less or equal
than 2s satisfy:

g(z)2s%1+1TrF2s :F2

)a(z)+a(z)2s

g(z)

*
&0 (mod z22s + z) (1)

Let a(z)=
+2s

j=0 aj z
j , we express this equation over F22s [z] and search for mono-

mials whose coefficient is one of the ai ’s and not a linear combination of them.
We can then state that:

Proposition 7. Let a(z) =
+2s

j=0 aj z
j be a polynomial of degree at most 2s . If

a(z) satisfies the redundancy equation (1) then a(z) = a0 + a1z + a2s%1z2s%1 +
a2s%1+1z

2s%1+1 +a2s z2s
.

From this canonical form of a(z) and the redundancy equation, we can deduce
some constraints on a0, a1, a2s%1 , a2s%1+1, a2s .
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Proposition 8. Let a(z)=a0 +a1z+a2s%1z2s%1 +a2s%1+1z
2s%1+1 +a2s z2s

. If a(z) sat-
isfies equation (1), then a0 "F2s , a2s%1+1 =a2s

2s%1 and a1 +a2s+1

2s%1 +a2s

2s =0.

This shows that there are at most 25s polynomials a(z) which satisfy the redun-
dancy equation, hence:

Theorem 4. Let g(z)= z2s+1 +1, L=F22s \ {z"F22s |g(z)=0} and n= card(L), the
dimension of the Goppa code #(L, g) satisfies

k =n%2s deg g(z)+5s
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